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Engine tech may change BG
The system, which is
targeted for use in vehicles
that make frequent stops, like
shuttle buses and delivery
vehicles, boasts a savings of 30
percent in fuel costs, said Barry
Piersol, director of the EVI and
assistant to the dean of the
College of Technology. With
oil costs on the rise, their HBD
system fills a niche missed by
other technology, he said.
The University's Board of
Trustees approved an agreement Friday to license the HBD
system exclusively to Goshen

By Kara Hull
NSWS ED'TOR

Photo Provided

CLEAN AIR: A hybrid bus is the demonstration vehicle tor the College of
Technology's groundbreaking large-engine partnership.

ARTstor provides
By Allison Halco

Although main aren't aware
of it yet, students and faculty
members .11 the University now
have the ability to see artwork
from all over the world without
ever leaving their computers.
I his semester, the University
began subscribing III \ldsior.
an online database thai iontains digital images oi an from
collectionsincounbiesthroughout the world. Once logged
on to the ARTstor Web site.
students
and
faculty
members can search fbi certain
works or just browse the site's
growing collection of approximately 3,000 images
Andrew 1 lershberger, an
art history professor, was a
driving force in bringing/Ml 1 Stor
to the University I le first met
the Mil stor administrators
last year while lecturing at the
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
in New York and remained In
contact with them. As a result of
this relationship, the University
became a test site for die
database until last July, when
the database began requiring
subscriptions for use.
"1 basically lobbied on
behalf of the School of Arts
to get ARTstor here, and I was
successful," Hershberger said.

The development of the
patented system started with a
case of people being in the right
place at die right time. Piersol
said. Eight years ago, colleagues
in the College, along with
students who worked on the
Electric Falcon, were displaying
the racecar at a celebration for
the Lincoln Electric CompanyMotor Division in Cleveland. An
employee with NASA saw the car
and requested die University's
help as an Ohio partner to design
HYBRID BUS. PAGE ?

$4.4 million donation to benefit U.

digital arts images
RFPDR'fR

New technology — emerging
from the University group that
brought the long-running success of the electric-powered
racecar known as the Electric
Falcon — holds more than just
environmental benefits.
The development of a
patented hybrid booster drive —
a propulsion system powered by
a combination of electricity and
diesel fuel— by the University's
F.lectric Vehicle Institute will also
be easy on the pocketbook.

Coach of Elkhart. Ind. for testing
and possible commercial use in
small transit buses. The agreement marks the first of its kind at
the University, officials said.
For Piersol, seeing the
University's HBD system reach
another phase in the journey to
commercial use is exciting.
"This is one neat, environmentally friendly vehicle," he said.
"I've always said it's been our
hope to get to commercialization
and it's pretty fantastic that we're
there now. That is what we have
been striving for."

Lorraine Haricombe,
University Libraries dean, also
played a large role in bringing
the database to campus
She's a very important person in bringing ARTstor to the
University,'' I lershberger said.
Haricombe
made
the
decision to fund the ARTstor
subscription from interest
made by the libraries off of a
National Endowment for the
Humanities grant. Her decision
was based on die growing nuni!vi ol people in the University
using the ARTstor test site.
"|The iesi site] became
ui\ popular very quickly,"
Haricombe said. "We received
very good feedback."
In addition to allowing users
to simply view images, ARTstor
also allows the creation of image
groups, or collections of related
images. This is especially useful
for professors because they can
save an image group of pictures
to present during a lecture. This
is a good deal easier than using
slide projectors, according to
I lershberger, because while
slides can only be shown once
per lecture, digital images can
be shown many times over.
"Ninety-nine percent of the
time, we only have one slide of
ARTSTOR WEB SITE, PAGE 2

KING AND QUEEN

By Elliott Schreiner
SPOR'S EDirOR

The University received one
of the biggest donations in
the school's history over the
homecoming weekend.
Bob and Karen Sebo of Salem.
Ohio announced they would give
the University $4.4 million over
the next five years to fund several
different projects.
The announcement was made
official at a ceremony Saturday
afternoon in which the good
nature of the Sebos was made
apparent.
President Sidney Ribeau
recalled a time he accidentally
spilled a drink on Mr. Sebo and
how lie dealt with the situation.
"He handled it with grace as he
always does." Ribeau said. "Bob
listens to the facts and makes
decisions for the greater good."
Ptioto Provided
For the Sebos, the greater good
was the University, to which they THANK YOU: The band spells out "Sebo'' Saturday at the Homecoming Game to thank Bob and Karen Sebo
decided to give back years after for their donation of $4.4 million dollars.
the University set the Sebo family
on its way.
BG's jazz studies scholarship and
Bob. graduated from the funding for a spring concert.
The majority of their gift—$3.5
University in 1958 with a degree
in business administration, and million—will be used to fund the
is a member of the BGSU Board construction of the Sebo Student
of Trustees. He was involved Athlete Center.
in many successful businesses
"The Student Athlete Center
over the years and co-founded is a dream of ours," Athletic
Paychex Inc., a top provider of Director Paul Krebs said. "And
payroll, human resource and Bob and Karen are turning our
dreams into a reality."
benefits on the national level.
It was the enthusiasm of Krebs
"When supporters give back to
the University, they're celebrating and assistant AD. Scott Seclinger
the impact the University had on diat led to Sebos donation. Sebo
their lives." USG President Alex claims it was a meeting with the
Photo Pro.ided
two that convinced him that
Wright said.
The donation will impact the the donation would help the
SAYING HELLO: Bob and Karen Sebo acknowledge the fans Saturday
University tremendously.
University greatly.
at the game.
"I was an easier catch than the
The Sebos' gift, which is
the second largest in school perch in Lake Erie are right now," University together is pride," Perry Field when the band spelled
history, will expand the Sebo Sebo said, smiling.
Sebo said. "And the easiest way to "Sebo" on the field for their halfDonating to sports seemed do that is through cur athletics."
Entrepreneurship Lecture Series,
time performance.
support a PBS documentary like an easy decision for Sebo to
The athletic community
It was a small thanks for the
thanked the Sebos during the
about successful regional entre- make.
preneurs and will expand on
"The thing that binds the Falcons' 51-13 win at Doyt L
SEBO,PAGE 2

BG graduate faces tough congressional race
By Sarah Hostetter
REPORTER

8en Swinger BGNews

CROWNED ROYALTY: Homecoming King Robert Lonardo and
Queen Emily Reeves enjoy their crowning moment at the pep
rally Friday.

The University's own Robin
Weirauch has set her eyes on
Ohio's fifth Congressional
District slot.
In a battle she knew would
be an uphill -one, Weirauch,
a Democrat, announced her
candidacy against eight-year
Republican incumbent Paul
Gillmor last January. Since then,
her campaign has traveled
over 100,000 miles through 16
counties and has attended over
200 district events in various
communities.
Weirauch attended Bowling
Green State University as an
undergraduate and graduate
student, and is currently the
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medical technician for more
than five years. In addition, she
has been a Big Brother/Big Sister
volunteer, she currently serves
as a court-appointed Special
Advocate working with children
in the legal system and has been
a blood donor since the age of
seventeen.
"To me, to be a State
Representative of a district with
hundreds of small communities spread across it, 1 think the
practical experience of what real
life is like in the community and
what is really going on in it is
more important," Weirauch said.
"People want a rep. that they can
relate to. I am one of them."
Her campaign focuses primarily on the community, but also

THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY
Showers

The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

assistant director of the Center
for Policy Analysis and Public
Service. She urges voters both on
campus and those of other fifth
district communities to chose her
as their new voice in Congress.
Despite her lack of political
experience and the added challenge of this being her first run
for office, Weirauch insists that
she has what it takes it make it in
Washington.
"My experience is exactly the
kind of thing the position requires
— over 30 years," she said.
"You can learn politics but not
experience."
Weirauch worked for 10
years as the regional program
coordinator for the Humane
Society, as well as an emergency

Showers
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what she believes are four great
challenges we face in America and
especiaDy in northwestern Ohio:
the Economy, the Environment,
Education and Energy.
Perhaps the issue that hits
closest to home for the
University students and faculty is
education.
"The value of education is
extremely important and we have
to make it excisable to everyone,"
Weirauch stated. "It shouldn't be
something that's available to the
privileged few."
Weirauch
believes
that
legislation like the "No Child
Left Behind" act, supported by
her opponent, has placed a burWEIRAUCH, PAGE 2
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NASA supports hybrid bus

Candidates urge young people to vote
WEIRAUCH, FROM PAGE 1

den on students and teachers.
Although she hdieves it was well
intentionedshesays the unfunded mandate fails to account for
the needs of children.
'Overall 'the Hit; B's' are
interdependent," she says.
"They will ensure educated
people will be able to find new
jobs producing new kinds of
energy sources, which will help
in the development of new
techniques for small farmen
and the communities to use."
Despite her good intentions
and very extensive career and
volunteer services, Weirauch
is still faced with the biggest
challenge of all: beating out an
Incumbent Paul Gillmor has
been the district's representative for eight years and served 22
years on the Ohio Senate prior
to that. He is currently assigned
to die Energy and Commerce
Committee, where he serves as
chairman of the Subcommittee

on Environment and Hazardous
Materials,
In the public service arena
Gillmor has received numerous awards for outstanding
accomplishments from groups
representing education, senior
citizens, prosecuting attorneys, businesses, veterans, civil
service employees, environmental concerns, and medicine. The
National Republican legislators
Association honored him as
one of the ten most outstanding
legislators in the United Slates.
Mr. Gillmor asks for the
University students and faculty
10 consider him for re-election
because ol his "experience and
record of accomplishment." He
also points to thi' effectiveness
of the town hall style meetings
he has Implemented throughout die district.
"I do a very good job at
keeping in touch the views of
our district," he said.
Still, Robin Weirauch insists
that I'aul Gillmor isn't doing

enough to reach the communities. In response to the topic
of town hall meetings Weirauch
claims, "In a parent/child
relationship you don't make an
appointment a couple of times
a year. You have to have an
ongoing relationship, and
respect and trust have to be
earned. The same is true with
reps and their district."
Mr. Gillmor declined to
comment on Robin Weirauch
as a candidate or on her lack
of political experience, stating
simply, "I respect Ms. Weirauch
very much."
Despite their differences,
bodi candidates encourage students and communities to vote
in this election, no maner which
candidate they favor.
"I care about the people and
want to bring a voice back to
the communities," Weirauch
said. "As a candidate you
should be personally involved,
hold yourself accountable, and
make yourself accessible," all

HYBRID BUS. FROM PAGE 1

"The value of
education is
extremely important
and we have to
make it excisable
to everyone. It
shouldn't be
something that's
available for the
privileged few."

a hybrid system to be used on a
smaU transit bus.
EVI members Jeff Major, chief
engineer, Anthony Palumbo,
chief of operations and Aaron
Bloomfield, data acquisition
engineer worked on the project.
The group got their HBD
system patented by 2000, and
received several grants — one of
$950,000 from NASA in April 2002
— to continue with the project,
Piersol said.
After March 1. Goshen plans
to produce five prototype,
IIBD-equipped shuttles to test
their viability on the market
as part of the first phase of the
agreement. The Federal Transit
Administration have already
approved the sale of these first
five buses, University officials
said.
EVI has already put the system
inside one shuttle bus and one
delivery truck and has done its
own testing of the product.
An identical experience in the
environment-friendly vehicles is
important if the product Ls ever to
be marketed nationwide, Piersol
said.
"For this to be accepted by the
bus and truck industry, they want
it to be transparent to the driver
and passengers." he said. "They
don't want to learn to drive a new
vehicle."
And according to Ernest
Savage, dean of the College of
Technology, EVI has already
accomplished this.
"We've created a device that no
one would really know you would
be using a green vehicle when
you were riding on it except for
the people who were paying the
bills," he said at Friday's meeting.
like the Electric Falcon,
this project puts BGSU on par
with some of the country's
largest engineering schools and
commercial manufactures of
hybrid vehicle systems, Piersol

ROBIN WEIRAUCH
DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE

of which Weirauch believes she
can bring back to die fifth district, restoring "Caring Personal
Representation."
More information on candidates Robin Weirauch and I'aul
Gillmor can be found on each
candidate's election website:
www.robinforcongress.com and
www.gillmorforcongress.com.

Fast held for Ramadan, Red Cross

Art library
goes out of
test phase

By lanell Kingsborough
SENIOR REPORTER

No food, no water — not even
coffee until the sun sets.
For one day, the Muslim
Student Association challenges University students to join
diem during Ramadan to fast
in order to raise money for the
Red Cross.
Local businesses and
University departments will
help raise money for victims of
Tropical Storm Jeanne as well as
Hurricanes Ivan and Frances,
and will sponsor students
involved. I or every individual
who fasts, sponsors will pledge
money to go to the charity.
Students can sign up for the
Fast-a-thon in the Union oval
through Oct. 29. The event
begins Nov. 1 as participants
wake up, and ends at sunset in
the Union ballroom. The MSA
is hosting a dinner to celebrate
the day and unite everyone
involved.
Ramadan is the ninth month
of the Islamic calendar and
begins with the sighting of
the new crescent moon. For
Muslims, it is the holiest month
of the year, with fasting for die

ARTSTOR WEB SITE, FROM PAGE 1

a work of art," Hershherger said.
"Bui you can duplicate a digital
image and show it as many times
as you want during a lecture."
Using digital images is also better than using slides, Hershberger
said, because slides do not often
produce clear close-up images.
"If you have a good quality
digital image, you can zoom in
and see details that are really
significant," he said. "It gives you
the unlimited ability to create
new details of a photo or image."
In addition to helping the
obvious audience of art students
and professors, the ARTstor
database will be useful to other
areas of snidy as well.
"It's going to benefit anybody
in the whole University who uses
cultural imagery of any kind,"
Hershberger said.
The ARTstor database is accessible through the University
libraries' web site or at http://
www.ARTstor.org.

entire month — which started
Oct. 15. From sunrise to sunset Muslims abstain from food
and drink and break each day's
fast with prayer, the Iftar — a
special breaking of the fast.
For many, it is time to
strengthen
family
and
community ties.
"Ramadan is such a bonding
experience," said Sally Kaloti,
President of MSA. "We want to
bring BGSU together to build
unity and make memories."
Kaloti said it is a time for
inner reflection, devotion to
God, and self-control. Fasting
is a way of experiencing hunger and empathizing widi die
starving people of the world.
"Muslims think of it as a
kind of 'boot-camp' for their
spiritual lives," she said. "With
the hope that this training will
last beyond Ramadan and
we leani to appreciate and be
thankful tor our lifestyle."
Ramadan is a time of
intensive worship, giving
charity, purification of behavior, and just doing good deeds.
"It's an opportunity to gain by
giving up, to prosper by going
without and to grow stronger

by enduring weakness," Kaloti
said.
Hala Al-Jiboury, the president of MSA last year, hopes
that the Fast-a-thon will help
people understand an important part of being Muslim.
"BGSU can incorporate
diversity and help people
understand Muslim practice,"
she said. "We want everyone to
know and leant what it means
to fast — and hopefully it
makes you a bener person just
by learning it and feeling it."
The MSA hopes to unite
500 people to take their part
in the cause and join them for
dinner at sunset Nov. 1.
Anyone can sign up to participate, but must do so before the
event. Participants will receive
a ticket for die dinner that will
break the day's fast, share a
cultural experience and raise
money for charity. Members of
MSA will be in the Union oval
this week today, Wednesday,
and Friday from II JO a.m. to
330 p.m., and every day next
week to sign-up students to
participate.

Donation to fund athlete training center
SEBO, FROM PAGE 1

impact the Center will have on
BG athletics in the future.
"This is going to benefit so
many student athletes," BG
hockey coach Scott Paluch said.
"Coaches are going to benefit and
in recruiting, to see a marquee
facility like that Iwill help]."
The budding will be 33,500
square feet and will be built at
the north endzone of Doyt L
Perry Stadium. Its two stories
will have an expanded, stateof-the-art sports medicine and
rehabilitation facility and a

VISIT
WWW.B6NEWS.COM
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said.
"We can play ball in the big
leagues," he said.
The agreement with Goshen
Coach could benefit the local
economy as weU.
The Board of Trustees agreed
Friday to reduce the licensing fee if Goshen Coach selects
a Bowling Green company to
manufacture and supply the
entire HBD propulsion system.
And "there's already movement on this," Piersol said, with
bidding for the project underway and one Bowling Green
company, so far, taking interest.
Piersol was hesitant to name the
company last night.
It's important that Goshen
identifies a company to
produce die HBD "kits," Piersol
said, because the group simply
does not have die capability to
build them in large quantities.
"EVI is not in the business of
mass producing these systems,"
he said. "We're a research and
development institute."
What their job does involve
is problem solving And they've
had plenty of practice with this
project, Piersol said.
"The amount of problems that
we have solved were tremendous," he said. "What we do is
problem-solving. Constantly
we're doing that and asking 'How
do we make it better?"
And that won't change as
testing of the system continues,
Piersol said. EVI would like to get
fuel savings of the system up to
45 percent, he said.
Before the sixth vehicle is
produced, one of the five
prototypes will be tested and
evaluated for final approval
through the Federal Transit
Administration's testing center in
Altoona, Pa.
"I think this is going to do
nothing but get bener," Piersol
said "Our goal has been each
day to improve fuel efficiency. By
no means are we done ... we'll
continue to make it bener."

strengthandcoiulitioningareafor
student-adiletes.
For BG coaches, the wait to
move in is almost unbearable.
"It's great to see the Sebo's
supporting us." BG football coach
Gregg Brandon said. "We can't
wait to move into that baby."
The face of athletics at Bowling
Green is about to change for die
bener thanks to the Sebos
"Everything they do is to make
a difference in people's lives,"
Krebs said. "They have certainty
made a difference in our athletic
community."
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VCTO OFFERS RESUME WORKSHOP
Visual Communications Technology ()rganization will
hold a resume workshop featuring a guest speaker,
Bonnie Fink. Students should bring resumes fo]
critique. The workshop will be held in room 247 of
the Technology Building at 8 p.m. tonight.

getalife
A

W

lhc.lrn.dol

10 a.m. -2 p.m.
Make a Difference Day
Sponsored by BGSurve
Unhn loblry
HI a.m. I |).in.
lave Auction Ticket Sides by
Bella Sigma 'I'hcla
Union loblry

Smiley keeps it real for
Homecoming crowd
poor black man in Alabama.

By Sean Corp
PULSE [01108

9 a.m.
Music Discovery Day
Moon Musical Arts Center
8 a-m. - 5 p.m.

SI \I!SOrientation Session
Contemplating Graduate
School-'
crallCenter

11 a.m. -1 p.m.
Bawling Green Student
Education Association
Informalicin and Recruitment

[able
Union lobby

10.1 ill.

i p ill.

Kite Da)
Darxx Marathon will be selling kites as a fundraiser for the
( hfldrens Miracle Network
Union Oval

11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
MAI s Survej Sponsored by die
University Bookstore
Union lobby
11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Hutrican Relief Fund
Donations Sponsored by
Caribbean Association
Union lobby
2 p.m. - 4 p.m.
ilu'iachi Recruitment
Union Lobby

11 a-m. - 4 p.m.
Kkk OffRalryforComingOut
Week

BeUTowerMall
12 p.m.-1 p.m.
Caring for YoursclfUhilc
i aring for Others
Faculty, Graduate Students,
and Stall
WomensCenter, WSAHanna
Hall

8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
rhiee Weeks on Malta
Winks bom large formal digital
imaging
Union Galleries
6 p.m.
\HI talks presents,..Michael
(lark
Michael < lark, Graphic designer, Richmond. VA will shins
discuss recent work
Room liOJPine utjQwuer

BG NEWS

7 p.m.
Learning to Relax
- ddlemire Student
Sei: ■
8 p.m.
Poetry Slam m
c readve Minds Movement
Presents Poetrj slain III.
Survival of the niest
202A Union (,mntl Ballroom
8 p.m.
VCTO Resume Workshop

Preach on, brother.
I luit was the reaction from
the sold out crowd who laughed,
cheered and stomped their way
through Rickey Smiley's stand-up
routine Saturday night.
Smiley, a comedian who has
been featured in "Friday After
Next" and hosted a season ul
nils l.oniicucw," struck a
chord with the audience almost
Immediately.
He commanded the stage
when he spoke, whether it
was about being dropped off
4t Grandmas house ot getting
respect back in the Mack community. I he audience response was
always the same. l'hc\ applauded loudly, as ii tosa) "Amen
V proud membei oftheOmega
IM Phi fraternity, Smiley was
introduced alter members of the
Howling Green chapter of Omega
Psl Phi entertained the Crowd

with a step-show performance
Greek pride was prevelani
throughout the night as Smiley
ran out on stage and name
checked a number ol sororities and fraternities, [he Greeks
would always respond with a
boisterous bark, hoot or cheer.
Bet .1.isc of tins instant con
nection with the audience, and
his comedy being based on parts
ol everyday life that must ol the
crowd could relate to. Smiley
was able to make a ballroom
ul ovei i.ooo people seem like
a small an intimate club full of
longtime friends.
'Tm just kecpin'it ical. he constantly reminded the audience as
he talked about growing up as a

Trans,
"lie was real," said Brieanna
Bryant, freshman, who attended
the show. Tie wasn't worried
about what people thought.'
A lot of his material Involved
church.
"White churches get out on
time, "Smiley said. "Black churches, if it starts at 11 we don't start
til 12 and we wont get out until
5 o'clock-on rhursday."
lie also complained about
inappropriate behavioi at inner
als. whether it be torn M\ overly
emotional grandmother oryoung
black men who decide the best
time to launch a rap career is the
funeral of a mend.
Some of his material was definitely not politically correct, but
it never fa/cd smiley or the audience. \tioi begot a biglaugli talking about a "special" cheerleadei
named Precious he assured the
audience, "i "all are going to hell
with a scholarship."
BenS*anger BGNews
On a campus where almost 90
percent of the student popula- FUNNY MAN: Smiley's routine kept alumni and students laughing.
tion is white, the show was about
90 percent black and Hispanic
"Have sonic pride..." he
students and alumni. I'he\ also
Main attendees appreciated the appreciated Smiley's message implored to the audience. "Bill
fact that a campus which they and the subjects he brought up.
Cosb) was right!" referencing
feel sometimes ignore the desires
"Anytime you can mix fun with some controversial comments
ot its mlrioritj students had a a positive message, [students] made earlier this year about the
show that spoke to them and that absorb it better," said Demetria state of the black community
they could relate to
Speaking about the import lark, who has a goddaughter
"I think it gives another side of who attends me University.
tance of the upcoming presi
the story," said Lance lohnson,
I he message1 he preached dcntial election, lie spoke about
sophomore and a member of was respect and responsibility, the1 need for young people to get
Kappa Alpha I'si. I appreciated especially inside the black cominvolved.
iSmucyl breaking it down and
■This country is not where ii
munity, It was a theme throughgiving a message.
Much of the audience was out the evening, but he espe- should be as far as racial relamade up of middle aged adults, cially focused on it a) the end of tions, be said. "Y'all better wake
up and get pissed off."
a mixture of parents ol current the night.

Student Pricing Guide

BRIEFING

iBook - 12-inch or 14 inch
1GHz- 1.25 GHz G4
Processor
256MB DDR SDRAM
30GB - 60GB Drive
CD-ROM or Combo Drive
Starting at $949.00

Art show looks for
entrants
Findlay Art League seeks
entries for contest
I he lindlay Art league is
seeking entries lor their 28th
annual Northwest ()hio luried
show. The fine arts show will
open on Nov. 5 in the leagues
gallery. Through the event
$1,000 in cash prizes will be
awarded. Peggy Cram, an
director for 20 North Gallery
in downtown Toledo. Entries
must be delivered and registered on Thursday from 7-9
p.m. or Saturday 9 a.m.-noon.
For more information, go to
www.FindlavArtLeague.com
or call Kirn Duff at 419-3487529.

Professor speaks
on Election 2004
Offcnhaucr
lowers
presents laculiv Scholars in
Residence Events
M.
Neil Browne, a
Distinguished
Teaching
Professor of Economics will
be giving a presentation on
the Election 2004 candidate's values. Browne is also
Honors Faculty Associate
and Women Studies Faculty
Affiliate at BGSU and Director
of the IMPACr Learning
Community. The event will
take place at 9:15 pun, on
Tuesday in room 228 of the
Union.

Desktop

iMac G5 -17 inch or 20 inch
1.6GHz-1.8 GHz G5
Processor
256MB DDR SDRAM
80GB - 160GB Drive
Combo Drive or SuperDrive
Starting at $1,199.00

All day.

Power Mac G5
1.8GHz - 2.5GHz G5
Dual-Processors
256MB - 512MB DDR SDRAM
80GB - 160GB Drive
SuperDrive
Starting at $1,799.00

Creative
minds
movement presents
Poetry Slam III
The third annual poetry
slam, "Survival of the DM."
will be hekUonigbt at 8 o'clock
in room 202A of the Union.
Poetry Slam 111 will consist of
10-12 competitions in which
one winner will be selected.
There will also be a lOti&Park
free-style battle. This event
is free. For more information,
contact Jennifer (:ole

Powerbook G4
12,15 or 17 inch
1.33GHz - 1.5 GHz G4
Processor
256MB to 512MB DDR SDRAM
60GB - 80GB Drive
Combo Drive or SuperDrive
Starting at $1,399.00

How to purchase your Apple:

1. Go to http://bookstore.bgsu.edu
2. Click on Computers
3. Click on Apple
4. Agree to the Shopping Agreement
5. Make your purchase
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"You know what's interesting, though?
You're as big a d— on your show as
you are on any show."
km Stewart, host of 0 medj I cntralVT he Daily Show to Tucker Carlson ol
('NNV'l ri^lkrdiinni:aln-.ilalcxdi.ingeorithe(>lNsh(W.
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Alumni donations benefit BGSU
the Sebo Entrepreneurahip
I ecture Series, support a WBGUPBS documental) about successful regional entrepreneurs and
enhance the College of Musical
\rts with an expanded jazz
studies scholarship and funding
bra spring concert
With the help of University
alumni, this campus keeps
getting better. More programs
are made available to students
through donations such as
the one announced this past
weekend

Ever wonder why it's so
important to project a good
Image to alumni?
Ovei the weekend at the
Homecoming ceremonies, the
announcement was made dun
two BGSU alumni would be
donating $4.4 million over five
yean to the University — the
second largest gift in University
history.
The majority of this money wiU
be used fen the construction of
rheSebo Student Athlete ( enter.
This money will also expand

Although this gift was a large
one, focused towards a big
project, any donation made by
alumni helps.
It is nice to see the alumni
giving back to a University who
has given to them throughout
their lives.
We, as current students
appreciate these gifts.
The gifts also benefit the
alumni themselves as they
help to make the alumni's alma
mater more impressive. The
reputation of BGSU improves as

YOU DECIDE
How best can students and
the University improve alumni
relations? Send an E-mail to
thenews@bgnews.com and tell
us what you think, or post
feeback at www.bgnews.com.
programsexpandandthecampus
continues to make additions.
To understand the generosity
from a different perspective, we
college students are also high

our time at high school may
consider giving back to their alma
mater, because they understand
that maintenance of quality
education requires money,
and alumni donations are an
important source.
The chain of generosity can
become infinite. When an alumnus give back to BGSU, the
campus improves. In turn,
current students will have more
memorable experiences here,
and will donate to the University
after their time here.

school alumni. High schools —
especially Catholic high schools,
which are privately funded —
rely heavily on donations from
past graduates to keep up with
cutting-edge technology and
state-of-the-art facilities. Since
our high school commencement,
we have been receiving letters in
the mail about alumni gatherings
and even high school reunions.
Granted, some of us did
not enjoy high school, and
will scoff at these alumni fund
raisers. Butthoseofuswhoenjoyed

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR PEOPLE Cdebrities are not
ON THE STREET to be worshipped
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in class gets
out of control
As the upcoming presidential
election draws nearer, I feel
that the classroom is becoming
a more uncomfortable place for
learning. As a still yet-undecided voter. I ;uii being bombarded
witii classroom messages from
students and faculty about
which candidate is best-suited
to run the country
In the past two days. 3 of
my 5 classes have contained
explicit one-sided political talk.
1 feel that any political discussion should at least have a
semblance of being objective;
after all, we are here to leam.
In one class, discussion led to
a reference to the election, and
OIK student took it upon herself
to say "John Kerry is a piece of
sh't." This comment had no
purpose in the classroom, but
worse yet, the teacher did
nothing. An uncontrolled
discussion about Kerry broke
out, led by Rush supporters.
Another student was allowed
to tell a Kerry-bashing joke to
the class. Several students were
very quiet and were
obviously uncomfortable with
the siniation in the class. One
even asked if we could get back
to die subject matter.
The response from the teacher? "Why aren't any of the Kerry
supporters speaking up?"
Kerry supporters were not
speaking out because doing
so would have unleashed the
louder majority of the class to
rebuke anyone who tried.
I his situation was just one
example of the non-educa-

tional political talk going on in

Homecoming Weekend
Homecoming
Weekend is
is j

classrooms. Crude jokes and
smearing comments have no
educational value and should
not be allowed to take over class
time. And the situation goes
bodi ways. In another class the
teacher was pushing his views
on why Bush is a bad president
on the class, not offering an
opportunity lor discussion.
My request?laculty need
to be cautious widi political
discussion in the classroom.
Please, if it's not relevant, don't
bring it up. Don't allow a onesided argument to alienate
others in the classroom.
Encourage intelligent discussion that uses reasoning and
evidence of claims.
Seeing a teacher use his/her
power as an authority figure to
push a political agenda greatly
decreases any credibility diat 1
afford to that person. Leave it
for outside the classroom, and
lefts get back to work,

a wonderful time to see old
friends, tailgate, and watch the
I alcons play some amazing
football!
Another aspect of
I lomecoming is all the events
that the Homecoming Steering
(lommittee organizes. This
was my fifth time celebrating
Homecoming at BGSU and this
was by far the best year.
I commend the HSC for all
die hard work and effort they
put forth to make Homecoming
2004 an amazing experience!
Events included a huge kick-off
in the Union Ballroom, lip sync,
window splashing pep rally,
and BGSU royalty. These events
were all well-planned and
executed without flaw.
I never have had such a good
time being a college student as
1 did this past week! The week
contributed a new sense of
morale, a much-needed break
from typical weekly events, the
bringing of new friendships,
and pride for this university.
Also, I was able to hang out
with friends, campus leaders,
and even some supportive faculty, staff, and administrators.
If one of the I ISC's goals was
to bring the entire University
together tiien they truly
succeeded. This is by far the
best Homecoming Week BGSU
has ever seen!
I, along with many others,
would like to thank the BGSU
2004 Homecoming Steering
Committee for their dedication, spirit, tears, and diligent
efforts and for making my last
I lomecoming, at least as an
undergraduate, very special!
Thank you!

MATT RICHARD
STUDENT

Homecoming
provides great
memories
Each year students come
together to celebrate BGSU
spirit, leadership, athletics,
alumni and pride by taking
part in different Homecoming
events.
Most snidents find themselves at Ziggy's and lunction
throwing back a few beers
lor cranberry and vodkas)
throughout the week and
especially over the weekend.

JARED WRIGHT
STUDENT

..„ . ..... .... ,
What Web site do you
regularly visit?

CRAIG 0ARD
JUNIOR, SPORT MGMT.

"ESPN.com. It's my
homepage."

JARED WELSH
JUNIOR. ENVIRONMENTAL

SCIENCE
"Clevelandbrowns.com
to look up players'stats."

RON RICE
SENIOR, ENVIRONMENTAL
SCIENCE

"Launch at Yahoo.com.
I can watch my
favorite music videos
over and over."

ISAIAH LAWSQN
JUNIOR, PRE-LAW/
POLITICAL SCIENCE

"Alphaphialpha.com.
I go there for
enlightenment."
'I'AA NOT LiKiMG THe LooKS OFTHPCT LAVA DoJAe
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AT ISSUE: Famous people are just like everybody else.
Why do regular men and women look up to them?
A beaming young woman
approached me after the
show, with a young eight
year old giri clinging to her waist,
and said, "Excuse me. young
lady!"
"My daughter wanted to tell
you how much she enjoyed your
performance. In fact, she says
you're her role model, and she
wants to dress and act just like
Imy character) when she grows
up."
The adorable little girl didn't
make eye-contact with me. just
shuffled her feet and snuggled
close to her mother's dress.
I'm not going to pretend mat
1 wasn't incredibly flattered.
Although I've been involved in
theatre for a few years now, this
"hero worship" situation a few
years back, while mild, caught
me a bit off guard.
Don't get me wrong! The kid
was adorable, and I was secretly
delighted at the idea she would
copy the extremely colorful
character I was portraying in
real life, which would be rather
entertaining and hilarious.
That night, after changing into
my regular clothes, 1 spent some
time with my new young friend,
Rachel, and explained to her
over some cookies and punch
that I'm just a normal person.
Here's another story picture
me as a senior in high school,
where a friend of mine and I ran
into a well-known news anchor
for a prominent news station in
Toledo at a school function.
I proceeded to bumble the
complicated English language,
conversing unintelligibly
until the news anchor politely
excused himself with a bemused
smile.
I had stars in my eyes. I just
talked with a person 1 see on TV!
Wow.
Most of us have experienced
these kinds of situations, whether it is centered on a goodlooking grad student who knows
your name, a lean and built
college football player or a
celebrity we see on the big
screen. We lose a strong sense of
reality, forgetting that everyone
puts on shoes in the morning.
This isn't necessarily a bad
thing — or is it?
Believe it or not, as harmless
as this seems, there's now a
scientific condition to describe
this phenomenon in its extreme.
It's called CWS — Celebrity
Worship Syndrome, and it's the
hot new topic in scientific circles.
Celebrity Worship Syndrome,

JESSICA
FAUSNAUGH
opinion Columnist

"What made that
little girl desire to be
converted into my
character? I dance my
dance with homework,
zits, parking tickets
and cash deficiency like
everyone else."
a fascination with the life of
another person, usually the rich
and the famous, can become a
dangerous addiction.
Two psychologists in the
United States interviewed 600
people about their personality
and interest in celebrities, and
one-third were found to suffer
from CWS.
These include people who
fantasize about celebrities,
celebrity stalkers and people
who are willing to hurt themselves or others in the name of
their idol They correlate with
symptoms of psychosis, such as
impulsive, anti-social and
egocentric behavior.
"lust worshipping a celebrity
does not make you dysfunctional," New Scientist quoted
one psychologist, lames 1 louran,
as saying. "But it does put you at
risk of being so."
"There Is this progression of
behaviors, and if you start, we
don't know what's going to stop
you."
Obviously, CWS is a bit
different from my experiences,
since neither I nor even the
wonderful prominent news
anchor can be considered
celebrities, and admiration does
not equal stalking tendencies.
While I'm no celebrity though,
I have to ask: Who can draw the
line between harmless infatuation and obsession? It has to
start somewhere.
What made that little giri see
me on stage and desire to be
convened into my character?
I dance my dance with homework, zits, parking tickets and
cash deficiency like everyone
else.
What made me see stars when
I met that news anchor? He
drives home like anyone else,
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The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be fewer
than 300 words. These ate usually
in response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These
are usually also in response to a current issue on the University's campus
or the Bowling Green area.

I POLICIES
' fetters to the Editor and Guest
; Columns are printed as space on the
; Opinion Page permits. Additional
; Letters to the Editor or Guest
: Columns may be published online.
'■ Name, year and phone number
\ should be induded for verification
; purposes. Personal attacks, unverified
; information or anonymous submis; sions will not be printed.

•
AHMHrilPW

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an attachment to thenews@bgnews.com
with the subject line marked "Letter
to the Editor" or "Guest Column." Only
e-mailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing. All letters are
subject to review for length and clarity
before printing
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the views of The BG News.
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We create boundaries in
our minds between "ordinary"

CELEBRITIES, FROM PAGE 4

Women, be happy with your bodies
the nicehiney or perhaps some
thongage that I expected to see,

JOSEPH
LITZINGER

"Men do like a hot body, but what we
find more attractive is self-confidence."

I saw a bloodstained waistband,

and purple skin from where
this poor girl had squeezed into
pants so small her body was
Perhaps it is the passing of
rejecting them like a bad skin
yet another fake holiday
graph. That was the last straw
invented by greeting card for me.
dealers and heart shape candy
Why do women put thempushers, or maybe it is just the
selves through this? Is it to
same old reoccurring trend, but
impress the opposite serf
I've noticed that many women
Believe me, I'm not Impressed
lately seem overly concerned
— a little scared is more like it.
with weight and psychical
I'm not a skinny guy. many
appearance.
people could and do call me fat.
I in not talking about the
Heck my high school nickname
usual. "1 think I'm fat" thing.
was Hig loe. An affectionate
This seems like a more serious
gift from the football team, but
problem.
truthful nonetheless. Every time
1 have infinitely more girl
I talk to my father he asks me
Mends than I do guy friends, so
IflVe been to the Recto worklately not an hour has gone by
out, and my Weight Watchers
when I have not heard: "1 need
obsessed grandmother wants
to lose ten pounds," "this webto know if I'm eating healthy. 1
Mir'rcmmii'rcial/guy/TVshow
says I'm overweight" or "as soon have to say the answer to bom
parties is "heck not"
as I save enough money I'm
Working out every day and
getting lipo!" I know this is a
still staying fat, and starving
cliche, but society really is
myself while still putting on
destroying women's confidence
pounds is not very run for me.
In their bodies.
so I dorrt do it Sure, its not the
I was sitting in class the
healthiest way to live, but
other day when a girl bent 0\ a
college is supposed to he some
to pick up a dropped pencil.
of the best \ eat s i >f your life and
Guys. I know you're with me
I refuse to spend them killing
on this one, and you know why
myself to fit in.
I looked. I towever, instead of

people in our lives and the

Guest Columnist

Diet and exercise does not
work for everybody, and you
can burn plenty of time and

money without burning any
fat. Men do like a hot body, but
what we find more attractive is

self-confidence If a woman has
a positive attitude about herself,

and exudes that feeling from

are afraid the) will shrink and
IKI lunger fit, just bite the bullet
and buy a bigger pair. The only
person who is going to know is
you, and you will feel much
better about yourself.
Don't bury your soul by trying
to be something you're not Be
yourself, and be happy with it.

ev ery part of her personality,
she can easily overcome a
less-tnan-perfectbody.
I can't tell you how many
times my girlfriend looks in the
minor and Is not happy whh
what she sees, but she looks the
most beautiful when she puts
all that crap behind her and
just lives her life happy and not
always healthy. If you are one
of those girls who can't dry vmu
jeans in a dryer because you

Dance Marathon
*t Miracle Week ^fc

October 18-22
MONDAY: Kite Day

Kite Tails on sale $1 00. Union Oval 11am-2pm
Kite will be displayed at Mercy Children's Hospital
TUESDAY: Bubble Day
Purchase Children's Miracle Network bubble pens
on sale $1.00. Union Oval 11am-2pm
WEDNESDAY: Window Splashes
Organizations. Residence Halls and Greek Houses
paint your windows to promote Dance Marathon
and for spirit points!
October Overall
Dance Marathon 2005...Priceless!
Olscamp 101 9 15pm
THURSDAY: 150 Day Celebration at Ziggy's
Come celebrate 150 days until Dance Marathon
at Ziggy's from 7:00 pm-10:00 pm.
There will be a $3.00 cover charge
FRIDAY: Decade of Dance
Come join in the line dance from last year!
Union Oval 11am-2pm Giant line dance at 12:15pm
Ram Location: Union lobby

puts pants on in the
■ exceptional." which include permorning, and probably nicks
sonalities we seeon TV and, In
himself shaving occasionally.
my case, on stage.
These situations seem harmWhat's my point? < In! I know
less — until the stars in the eyes
this one! It's alright to admire,
convert to dreams at night,
think highly of, and even fanta
musings during lunch and
size about exceptional people
wistful smiles as you begin to
fust, take it with a grain of sah
look up their personal
and remember than when you
information on-line. I Imm.
put someone on a pedestal; not
Think I'm exaggerating? Well,
only are the) going to fall, but
maybe a little. I lowever, a small
you're going to look foolish and
deviation from reality can lead
get hit on the head.
to bigger consequences — in
other words, Celebrity Worship
E-mattJesska wWi comments
Syndrome, the new scientific ternt ifimsnaH bfmetbffu.edu.
minology for celebrity stalking.

Have an opinion? Let us know about it.
Send us a letter to the editor at
thenews@bgnews.com.

Mania
Sterling Enclave Apartments in high demand!
•> ■

•

The alarm clock sounds.
You liit the snooze hutten two, three, OK (bur
tunes. Before you realize
u. you haii' 50 minutes to
head out the door and gel I"
class in thee inches ol SHOW.
Relax, you live at Sterling
I niversitj. Enclave, you can
hop on the shuttle thai runs
ever) 15 minutes to campus
and avoid walking at all!

Perhaps this amenity
as well as their several others is the reason the) are in
such high demand. Sterling
I niversit) Enclave is a
collegiate residence located
al 706 Napoleon Rd.

Pre ica-iug lias been ongoing
tor Spring and Tall of 2005
and the) are Riling up fast!
Sterling's lisi of amenities
has apparent!) caught on
with students
The newer apartment
homes are available
furnished or unfurnished;
the) have free high speed

internet in every bedroom; 24
hour state-of-the-art fitness
center, billiards, sand volleyball, resort style pool and
over si/ed hot rub, tree tannine, basketball conns, and
24-hOUl computer lab!
Each ol the four
bedroom apartments include
a full-sized washer and dryer,
pantry in every kitchen,
refrigerator with icemaker,
dishwasher, ranee, microwave, two bathrooms wilh
two sinks in each,
pm aic bedrooms with
ceiling fan, patio or balcony,
central an. minihlinds on all
windows, and the furnished
packages include a 32" TV!
To help maximize your
living experience al the
I IK lave, the management
offers a roommate
matching program, 24-hour
maintenance and trash,
water, sewage, and internet
are included! Bedrooms are
lea-ed individually with their

Compliments of: Newlove Rental Office
332 South Main Street
419-352-5620

Love is...
Hot Diamonds

//■

Stop in ana! sec our new line ol

ViiKM^ssCnl llol Diamonds"
I [0| and Sex) Sterling Silver and Diamonds
i '
Mosl priced under $100

■ine Jewelers
| JO, s. Main Street
Bolvling Green, Ohio 43402
iNexi lo Panera Bread)
419-354-3554
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lli\i>r
own^-I..,.l^
private kilrimio
bedroom door
locks! No more
worrying about your
roommates slicking you
with charges! Prices range
from S2W.00 to $304.00
per month. The furniture
package is an additional
$27.00 per month.
Holly Reinhart,
Communit) Manager, said
she is excited that they are
filling up so quickly again
this year and that she is
trying to get the word out
to get in and sign your
lease now! "Last year we
were out of full units by
December, this year it looks
like it will be much earlier.''
The office is open
Monday through Friday
from 10:00AM until
5:30PM. Saturday 10:00
AM until 5:00PM and
Sundav 1:00PM until
5:00PM.

MB-

LARGE, SPACIOl S livii
students to comfbttabl) entertain friends
In a relaxed atmosphere.

STERLING til 1 ERS a resort style pool,
hoi tub. and sundeck

THIS WEEK IN

NASCAR: JIMMIE JOHNSON WINS UAW-GM QUALITY 500. PAGE 7

B(i SPORTS

MONDAY

WOMEN'S GOLF

October 18,
2004

Monday and Tuesday
ai ihe Lady Herd Invitational

HOCKEY

Friday and Saturday
at Schenectady, N.Y. against
Union, 7:05 p.m.

www.bgnews.com/sports

MEN'S SOCCER

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Friday
at Western Michigan. 3 p.m.

Sunday
at Cincinnati, 3:30 p.m.

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Friday
Home against NIU, 3 p.m.
Sunday
Home against WMU, 1 p.m.

VOLLEYBALL
Friday
Home against CMU, 7 p.m.

Saturday
Home against WMU. 6:30 p.m.

FOOTBALL
Saturday
al Ohio University, 2 p.m.

Buckeye's
losses
test fan's
support

m

ELLIOTT
SCHREINER
Obi Blue Eyes

With this time being the
halfway point of the
season,
and
with
Ohio State losing their third
consecutive game, it appears
that now would be a good time
for a writer from Bowling Green
to theorize as to who the best
collegiate team in Ohio is.
Most years, this question
has been easy to answer as the
Buckeyes have proven their
ability to roll over most opposition in the sloppiest of ways.
But with the Buckeyes looking
like my junior high team, which
only scored one touchdown (and
that touchdown was offensive —
BUCKEYES. PAGE 8

BG NEWS
BRIEFING
Soccer loses after
early lead
The Bawling Green Men's
soccer team lost 5-1 to the
Kentucky Wildcats in their
only game this weekend.
Friday night the visiting
Falcons jumped out with an
eariy lead just five minutes
into the game but could not
sustain.
Freshman forward Jordan
Koblens recorded BG's only
score, his thinl of the season.
Kentucky was able to tie
the game up at one, but the
Falcons maintained control
of most of the first half.
With the momentum
displayed by BG, it seemed
like maybe they could pull
this one off.
What cost them in this and
past games has been their
lack of ability to extend and
assure a lead
After the locked-score
halftime, it was all Kentucky
me rest of the game.
Kentucky's Tamal Shteiwi
scored three times and
recorded his first hat trick of
the season.
He earned his second goal
on a penalty kick that was a
result of a BG red card.
The Wildcats viscously
attacked the Falcon's D and
piled on four goals in the
first 20 minutes of the half,
cruising to a 5-1 victory.
With the loss Bawling
Green remains winless on
the season at 0-15 (0-4 in the
MAO.
Still in the hunt for their
first win, the team will head
to Western Michigan this
Friday.

BenS»anjer BGNem

SACK: Defensive lineman Matt Leininger sacks Ball State's quarterback Cole Stinson in the first half of Saturday's Homecoming game.

BG trounces Ball St in
Homecoming victory
Matt Hawkins
SPORTS RtPORItR

Falcon quarterback Omar
Jacobs threw four touchdown
passes and ran for another as
Bowling Green (4-2.2-1) cruised
past Ball State (1-6,1-3) 51-13on
Saturday.
lambs completed 19 of his 25
passes for 279 yards and threw
four touchdown passes for the
third consecutive game.
"1 thought Omar was
outstanding," BG head coach
Gregg Brandon said, "The first

half we pretty much moved tire
ball at will, which we knew we
could do if we executed."
The Falcons scored on five of
their first six possessions with
Jacobs leading the Falcon attack
on a 2-yard touchdown run on
their first drive.
After that, the amazing arm of
lacobs took over, lacobs threw
consecutive touchdown passes
on the next two Falcon drives;
a 29-yard touchdown pass to
running back R). Pope and a
4-yard touchdown pass to
receiver Cole Magner. Magner's

"The first half we
pretty much moved
the ball at will,
which we knew
we could do if we
executed"
GREGG BRANDON,

COACH
touchdown
came
after
defensive back Keon Newson
blocked the Cardinal's punt
attempt.

FOOTBALL PAGE 7

By EHiort SchreWter
SPORTS EDITOR

The Bowling Green football
team's defense saw a weakness m their game against Ball
State and exploited it during
their 51 -13 win Saturday.
Ball State was starting a
freshman quarterback in
I ole Stinson and the Falcons
knew right men the)' had the
Cardinals right where they
wanted them.
Stinson had his troubles
through the air completing
only 18 of his 42 passes for
193 yards while relying heavily on standout wide receiver
DEFENSE, PAGE 7

Lady Falcons outscored SEASON OPENER
by Bobcats, 60-34
despite being outscored 60-34
in the losses.
The Bobcats wasted little
time giving the Falcons their
first lead of the game after
starting the third set with a
service error.
BylasonADixon
Both teams exchanged
SENIOR RtPORIfR
points, until a service error by
The bounce in the Bowling OU's Julia Winkfield gave BGSU
Green State volleyball team's a 6-5 lead, followed by one of
step returned in time
Taylor Twite's six kiUs which put
for the third set of yesterday's tlie Falcons ahead by two, 7-5.
match against Ohio, who came
BGSU quickly took an 11-7
into Anderson
advantage on Mareski's kill,
Arena with a 6-0 Mid- prompting Bobcat's head
American Conference.
coach Geoff Cariston to use a
Any emotional remnants timeout.
left from the previous two
OU responded with a 4-0
sets were swept aside by a run forcing the Falcons to caU a
reassuring sense of optimism timeout, but the Bobcat's were
and confidence that BGSU's still able to open up a three
hopes of upsetting OU were point advantage at 18-15.
not shattered and left in pieces,
BGSU tied the set 24-24,

Volleyball falls in
disappointing loss
against Ohio U.

however, OU's depth and
talent took over as the Bobcats
ended the set with a 6-1 nin to
capture the 3-0 sweep, which
was their fifth straight.
Cariston said the Falcons
were the toughest team OU
(15-2, 7-0) faced during their
five-game roadtrip.
"We're pretty happy with this
win ... Bowling Green is a very
good team," he said. "We really
challenged our players to come
in more focused (after a slug
gish performance against UT
the night beforcl and we knew
would have to just because
Bowling Green is a extremely
athletic team, they got three
seniors really taking care of
business and a couple of really
good freshmen.
"We're happy to come into
Bowling Green and get a win

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWW.BGNEWS.C0fvVSPORTS
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Brandon said it was
important to get points early
on and keep the defense on the
sidelines.
"We felt that we needed to set
the tempo eariy, at least give
our defense a big lead and that's
what we did," Brandon said.
lacobs managed to get
others involved in the scoring
surge as well, connecting with
receivers Charles Sharon and
Steve Sanders on an II-yard

Gridders
win, 51-13

BinSwMftr BGNews

RELAY: A BG swimmer swims in the Tom Stubbs Relay on Friday
night, where the Falcons captured the 800 Free Relay.

SPORTS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Victory gives Johnson season sweep
By Jema Fryer
1HE

BenSwanger BGNews

MAKE WAY: Omar Jacobs plows his way through the line during the first
half of Saturday's game.

Falcon defense
dominates play
running game failed in the end
/one.
"I think we did a good job shut
pass and 18-yard touchdown
passes respectively, and Itope ting the run down," Brandon
added his second touchdown said. "We kept (Givensl out of the
end zone That's been
of the day in the
second quarter on
"Our fourth the trademark of our
a 1-yard run.
defense. We've given
string
But as soon as
up 43 points in the last
BG's offense got defense was three games so our
hot - the Falcon's
defense is doing a nice
in there
defense took over.
job keeping people out
After
sacking
for the last (it die end zone."
opposing quarterfalcon running back
drive so that
backs a total of five
BJ. lane sealed the vie
was really lory with the second
times this season
BG's defense got enouraging." longest kickoff return in
sack happy with
school history, spriming
Cardinals quarter93-yards for a touch
GREGG
BRANDON.
back Cole Stinoon,
down with just under
COACH
sacking him eight
eight minutes left in the
times for losses
game.
totaling 61 yards. Defensive
"A hole opened up big for me,'
linemen Mike Thaler and Devon lane said. I just hii it and took it
ftuks each liad two sacks.
over to (he end zone."
"The defense dominated."
Vet after all the positives that
Brandon said. "Our fourth
went the falcon's way, Brandon
suing defense was in dierc lor
the last drive so that was really said lie was unhappy with the
overall fan turnout for homecom
encouraging.''
FOOTBALL FROM PAGE 6

The Falcon defense held the
Cardinals scoreless until tlie final
26 seconds of the first half when
lacker Brian Jackson converted a
39-yard field goal to end the half
35-3.
Despite die tough BG defense,
the Cardinals managed to run the
ball effectively. Ball State running
backAdellGivensnished 2:\ times
for 123 yards. However Brandon
said it didn't matter since the

tflg.

'Our student's showed up
but "hen' was everybody else,'
Brandon said. "We've only lost
two linn's in this place in the last
four years so I don't care how
cold and rainy it was—its football
weather; let's go! Get your tails to
die Duyl and support us!"
The Falcons continue MAt .play
in Athens next Saturday against
the Ohio Bobcats.

ASSOCIATED

PRESS

Jimmie Johnson thought he
needed a victory to jump back
into contention for the Nextel
Cup championship
He got it, and it still wasn't
enough.
Johnson won the UAW-GM
Quality 500 at Lowe's Motor
Speedway on Saturday night
— leading teammate Jeff Gordon
across the finish line for a 1-2
finish for Hendrick Motorsports
—but gained almost no ground in
die Chase for the Championship.
On a night in which almost all
10 of the championship contenders had some sort of trouble, Kurt
Busch and Gordon rebounded
the best.
The two bounced back from a
wreck in the first turn of the first
lap to salvage stellar finishes and
retain their hold on the top of the
point standings.
Busch finished fourth and now
holds a 24-point lead over Dale
Earnhardt Jr., who finished third.
Gordon, who also had a second
minor accident midway through
the race, is 74 points back.
Despite a series of bad breaks
to most of the contenders, nine of
the 10 finished 14th or better.
That meant Johnson, whose
victory gave him a season sweep
at Lowe's MotorSpeedway, gained
just one spot in the standings.
The lowe's-sponsored driver is
eighth, 222 points behind Busch,
because of finishes of 32nd or
worse the past two weeks
It made no difference to
Johnson, who celebrated becoming the first driver to sweep the
Lowe's races since the late Dale
Earnhardt did it in 1986 with a
series of burnouts.
"What a way to come back and
right the ship after the bad luck
we've had," Johnson said.
Johnson, the most dominating
driver for the first seven months
of the season, is more or less out
of title contention.
The championship hunt has
become a three-man race, and
unless the trio has a ton of trouble,
' no one is going to catch them.

Rusty Sucroujhs APPtioto

WIN: Jimmie Johnson (48) does a burnout at the start-finish line to celebrate his win in the NASCAR
UAW-GM Quality 500 in Concord, N.C.

But 10 seconds into the race,
it looked as if the rest of the contenders had gotten a lucky break.
Scott Riggs missed a shift at the
start of the race that prevented
him from taking off. He tried to
get his car out of the way, but
there was too much traffic behind
him and a chain-reaction crash
stacked up behind him.
It caused minor damage to
Busch and Gordon, who had to
pit several times to make repairs.
When racing resumed, Busch
was 38th and Gordon 40th.
Another accident brought
out the caution just two laps
later, and Busch's Roush Racing
team used tfie time to assess his
car. Teammate Matt Kenseth
eyeballed the damage, and
radioed in that Busch still needed
more repairs on a fender.
Busch fixed it and moved
toward the front.
It took Gordon quite a while
longer to join him.
"Vfete in big trouble here if we
don't get a caution soon, guys," he
radioed shortly after Kasey Kahne
passed him "This car is really

bad"
The caution came — but only
because Gordon brought it out
himself. He wrecked 15 laps after
his warning, taking Rusty Wallace
with him.
But somehow or another,
the four-time series champion
managed to pull it together and
salvage the night.
"There were so many moments
today where we could have crumbled, and we stayed calm and
came back and what an amazing
finish," Gordon said. "Now we are
still in the thick of things."
Elliott Sadler finished seventh
to remain fourth in the standings.
Mark Martin is fifth in the
standings, but had a heartbreaking race. He was leading late, until
Johnson passed him, but was
still on his way to a second-place
finish when his back luck hit
limmy Spencer and Brendan
Gaughan got into an accident in
front of him and Martin couldn't
avoid it After stopping to fix the
damage, he was only able to
manage a 13th-place finish.
Martin, 186 points behind

Busch in the standings, was
despondent after the race.
"It's hard for me to believe some
of these guys could pass a driver's
test," he said of the accident that
mined his night.
When asked if his bid to win
his first championship was over,
Martin paused before answering.
"We gave it a great run." he said,
"leant help it."
Tony Stewart finished 1 Oth after
fighting all night with a car that
was so bad, he once threatened
to intentionally wreck it. He's still
in sixth in the standings.
Kenseth, the reigning series
champion, finished 11th despite
hitting the wall once and later
spinning out in oil that had been
leaked onto the track.
Jeremy Mayfield, who has had
a rocky time in the first part of.
the 10-race playoffs, was the only
contender to have a truly awful
night He, too, drove through the
oil that spun Kenseth, but suffered heavy damage and finished
30th.
.
Mayfield is 349 points out of
the lead.

Fourth string sees action in Ball State game
had already been decided.
week."
"Our defense dominated
Parks led the Falcons defenDante Ridgeway, who caught 13 sive front with four tackles and them," Brandon said. "Most of
two sacks. Defensive tackle their yards came on twos, threes,
of those passes for 125 yards.
But it was what Stinson did Mike Thaler duplicated Parks' and fours. We had a fourth string
on the ground that made his sack total while fellow defensive defense out there at one point."
The defense wasn't alone in
day miserable as he was sacked tackles Monty Gooley and Matt
their domination. The offense
eight times while losing 61 yards Leiningereach recorded sacks.
"The defensive tackles put racked up their fair share of
in the process.
"The coaches stressed doing great pressure on him all night," yards en route to scoring six
different stunts," defensive BG head coach Gregg Brandon touchdowns. And on top of
that special teams managed to
end Devon Parks said. "We said.
Defensive backs lelani Jordan
knew we could get after their
and Terril Mayberry also got
quarterback."
Parks led a Falcons defense into the action as each got to
that more than doubled their the quarterback on blitzes.
But that wasn't all for the
sack total on the year. Coming
into Saturday's game, BG had Falcons.
BG allowed only 285 yards
just five sacks. After the game,
to Ball State's offense, most of
they had 13 on the year.
•Amanda Bennett
"We talked all week about how which came late in the game.
•Jennifer Ferone
The
Cardinals
managed
to
the defense needed to get back
•Nicole Shock
to where we used to be," Parks gain 111 yards in the fourth
said. "That was the focus this quarter. By this time, the game
•Meaghan Werner
DEFENSE, FROM PAGE 6

force a safety on a blocked punt.
Then running back B.J. Lane
returned BG's first kickoff return
for a touchdown in over seven
years when he took one back 93
yards in the fourth quarter.
With all three aspects of BG's
team running on high gear, it is
tough to say who had the best
day.
"We're gonna say the Falcons,"
Lane said.

—|

Congratulations & Welcome
Baby Gammles
• Krystal Baez
•Ashley Mazur
•Jackie Keysh
•Amy Magrum

•Lindsay Gressley
•Jill Niepert
•Tricia Merritt

Grand Opening
Mil
MM

II

Three Levels
Your Own
Bedroom and
Bathroom
Ashley & Bassett
Furniture

FREE
Cable & Internet

*•*•*»■

You can't afford NOT to live here!
Visit www.copperbeechtownhomes.com
and check out our online floor plans.
interior and exterior photos, rentals rates.
and detailed amenity listings!

STUDENT
SPECIALS
"All Day, Everyday"
353-7272
(papa)
Mon, Tue & Wed: 11am-1:30am
Thur, Fri & Sat: 11am- 3.-00am
Sun: 11am-1:30am

cash.checks |

OTEHuW

Qipper

I O V\ X MOM Il
O M V! I N I I II >

• • •

HOURS!

Call and reserve your space today!
Leasing office located in
119 E. Court Street

• hit I'l'M I'l'M I'I'M I'I'M I'I'M

I'I'M i

I I

1 Large, 1 Item

I'
No coupon

Call Today! (419)-353-33.00
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Former Browns player seeks votes
By loe Mihcia
I'D PRESS

lodge Dick Ambrose wants
his name to stand out on the
November ballot like an orange
- helmet in .i seaol Sleelei
id gold
rhat's win
tin- former
icker, who earned the
ime "Bam Bam" by
i rai king Ins shouldei pads in
practice, is using his glory days
with the Browns in hi>. campaign
tobeacount) judge
\ political rookie, \mbrosc
j knows name recognition
'ii uc toiy
Unfortunately; ii is importani
PI a judicial ran', jusi because
,i lot oi people don't have
experience withjudges." Ambrose
fhej don"l know who they
are."
Mr acknowledges his high
profile was a fac
i him getting
the Republican partys nomination and the appointment bj Gov
Bob Talt as a Cuyahoga County
t ommon Pleas judge four
months ago
I hey were looking not onrj
in qualifications ... but also
somebodj who has the ability to
get elected," he said.
Ambrose bced Hall ol Fame
running back- Earl Campbell
and Franco Harris as a linebacker
for the Cleveland Browns from
1975-85. Hi' said his new job,

combined with the pressure
HI campaigning, is even more
difficult
"its like two-a days he said.
I ii- campaign literature ties
into the football theme. He
distributes l-by-6-inch cards
with a photo ofhim in his Browns
uniform wearing No. ~>- on one
side. ,ind cm the reverse the 2004
Browns schedule and a smaller
photo ofhim in his judges robes,
"I thought thai, thai was
obviously something thai would
be an attention getter," Ambrose
said. It was vi up like a football
caul."
Ambrose, 51,
laces an
opponent. lohnJ.Russo, who also
has some name recognitiongoing
for him rhereare five Russoson
the bench In Cuyahoga County
and tiis cousin Frank Russo is the
county auditor.
Some
attribute
the
political power of the Russo
name to inspection stickers on
gas pumps and cash registers
throughout thecountj that bear
Frank Russos smiling mug.
I hat is some form of
advertising.
It's
probably
Ix'ttei than I M'inga former Browns
player," Ambrose said.
Mm Russo, 39, a criminal
defense attorney, said he doesn't
denvhisnamchas political power.
He also doesn't fault Ambrose
foi using his Browns career to

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

UPHILL BATTLE

Mark Duncan AP Ptwto
CAMPAIGN: Cuyahoga County Common Pleas Judge Dick Ambrose
stands on the sidelines at Cleveland Browns Stadium. The former
Cleveland Browns linebacker is campaigning for judge
promote himself
But with eight contested
common pleas court races on the
Nov. 2 ballot in (aiyahoga County,
Russo hopes uiicrs will take the
time to look at judicial ratings bj
various bat associations and not
just vote on name recognition
"I'd like to think thai voters are
educating themselves," he said.
Ambrose started law school
during the NFL strike in 1982. M
(i feel, 230 pounds in his playing
days, unbrose got some amused
looks when he BlSt walked into

class.
lie finished his degree in 1987,
two years alter injuries ended
his football career, and practiced
business litigation at a law linn.
Even though the Browns,
have struggled recently, he said
people respond warmly to him
because ofhis days as a member
of the "Kardiac Kids," known for
their last minute victories and a
heartbreaking playoff loss in
I'18(1.
Ambrose said voters should
look lo his leadership on the
team

m

WIN: Melissa Kruger leads the way for the falcons followed by
lami Roflow in the Falcon Invitational on Saturday.

BG Falcons and Toledo Rockets show strength over Buckeyes
BUCKEYES. FROM PAGE 6
>the Buckeyes have a thing
in learn), it opens the
flood gates I'm the Mid-American
i (inference
Bight away, the likes of
Cincinnati can be taken inn of
the equation for two reasons, lor
starters, they pit blown out of
the water by the Buckeyes. While
this isn't reason enough as the
les are still talented enough
in play with anyone, (here is one
major reason wh) Cincinnati
cannot take the All-Ohio crown
and this question is it: just who in
the world loses to Army?

I nough said.
since ( inc\ is the only
non-OSU team that isn't in the
M \G il is now lime lo dissect
the conference that features sn
division one teams.
Right away, one must dispense
(Ihio. Kent Slate and Akron to the
dumpster.
Each ol these teams has some
bright spots, bin none bright
enough to upstage the nionsieis
nl western Ohio.
That brings us In Miami, a
team that has looked solid in
wins over weak opponents. But
when stiff competition comes
knocking
mi
the
door.

the
Red I lawks
run
for
the hills as they did in a
43-10 loss to Michigan and a
45-27 loss in the aforementioned
team from Cincinnati, fherronh,
solid showing against a good
Opponent was against Marshall,
and the Herd has proved it likes
to win the hard way (his season.
Basically, the loss to the
Bearcats is enough to make me
think they would not be read)
to take the prestigious crown
of "best team in Ohio irddwa;
through the season as decided In
a guj from Bowling Green
That leaves us with Ibledo and
Bowling Green, two teams that

have looked solid since hitting
low points eartj in the season.
[bledo's low
point was
obvious, as siaiiing the yeat
giving up 126 points in two
games is enough to give an) team
nightmares. BGfc low point thus
t.u (.ime iii DeKalb, III., where
main teams have trouble finding
away to win.
since then, these two have
been unstoppable, [bledo has
scored 15 points pet game while
winning live straight
rheit
defense hasn't been pretty,
allowing big points to weak
opposition, Inn quarterback
Brui e Oradknwski has provided

more firepower than a small
Montana militia, passing lor
2,057 yards and in tout hdowns
son while taking the title
of nation's top passer with a
rating of 181
Unfortunate!) foi the Rockets,
there isanothei (cam right south
of them that is doing the same
thing, only with a little de .
Bowling Green has been
scoring i,'i points pci game since
theil Ins-to Northern Him
ha- done so while allowing jusi
M points pel game
Ornat lacobs has provided

some firepower Ol his own. as he
:s second in the nation ill total
and points
pet contest.
I have doiie all I can iii trying
lo figure out who the best team
iii this state is.
ii >- now your choice to decide
what you're looking foi a team
tii.it sum's in bunches and plays
no defense or a team thai semes
in bunches and didnt give up 126
points in theii tiisi two games.
Now II Old) then- were some
gaiiic ai the end ol (he season to
decide who would become the
i ream of the crop In I Kilo,
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What's going
on at BGSU?
• 372-2445
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A part-time counter person. Mon.Fri. and a few Sat. mornings. Apply
at Long's Cleaners. 1204 W.
Woosler 419-354-4494
Do you have experience in developing and designing web pages? Continuing & Extended Education (CEE)
has a challenging position for a talented, creative student to assist in
the development, creation maintenance, and documentation ot our
web sites. If you have experience in
web and multimedia design-then we
want 10 talk wilh you NOW. This is a
great opportunity lo add to your professional portfolio. Can be taken for
internship. 15-20 hrs. pei week, rale
of pay up lo $12 per hour (depending upon experience).
Conlact Susan Panning, 2-7594.

We now have hookahs at
Fidel's Cigar Store
Behind Dairy Mart

Gel Paid For Your Opinions!
Earn $15 - $125 & more per survey!
www.moneyforsurveys.com

Wanted

Resp. individual to care for our 3
children in our home 1-2 days per
wk. 6:30am-2pm Call 419-354-8588

Travel

MIBAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE!
5 Days From $279! Includes Meals.
Port Taxes. Exclusive Beach Parties
With 20* 01 Your Favorite TV
Celebrities As Seen On Real World
Road Rules, Bachelor!
Great Beaches. Nightlife1
Ethics Award Winning Company!

wtmSptingBreaKTravel.cgm
1-800-678-6386.

"ISPRING BREAK! CANCUN,
ACAPULCO. JAMAICA
From $459* Tax! FLORIDA $159!
Our Cancun Prices Are $100 Less
Than Others! Book Now!
Includes Breakfasts, Dinners,
30-50- Hours Free Drinks'
Elhics Award Winning Company'
View 500 Hotel Reviews
and Videos al
www SpiingBieahTiavel.com
1-800-678-6386
#1 Spring Break Vacations! Hottest
Destinations-Best Prices Book Now1
Campus Reps Wanted 1-800-2347007 endlesssummertours.com
"II Spring Br—k Webaltel Lowesl prices guaranteed Book 11 people, get 12th trip tree' Group discounts tor fi.www.SprinqBreakDIa
counle.com or 800-838-8202
Spring Break 2005 with STS. Amenca's #1 Sludenl Tour Operator Hiring campus reps. Call tor group discounts Into/Reservations 1 -800-648
4849. www ststravel.com.
Spring Break 2005 Chellenoe ..tind
a better price! Lowest price specials!
Free Meals! November 6th deadline!
Hiring reps-earn tree trips & cash!
www.sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710
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1 Picnic problem
5 McGregor of "Moulin Rouge"
9 Aluminum maker
14 Lampblack
15 Corporate ID
16 Univ. women
17 Actress Magnani
18 Twice DXXVII
19 Tramps
20 Remote location
23 Actress Diana
24 Swindles
25 Dojo class
28 Walloping wind
29 Comic Philips
32 Ancient marketplace
33 Thwart
34 Hoof sound
35 Remote location
38 Wallach and Whitney
39 Song of Ihe LPGA
40 Sanctuary

41
42
43
44
45
46
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61

*

Half a score
Rabbit's title
Baclrian and dromedary
Kernel
One and only
Remote location
Fanatical
Sandwich cookie
Eve s grandson
Asinine
Neighboring planet
Ben and Bobby
More reasonable
Lei il stand
Hawaiian bird
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For Sale
Help Wanted
iBARTENDING! $300/day potential
No exp necessary Training provided. Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.
APPLY NOW START NOW
Flexible schedules around classes
GREAT PAY
Cust Sales/Service
Advancement opportunity
Internships available
Conditions exist. All ages 18+
Apply in Toledo, work in BG area
Call Now! 419-861-6134

1995 Dodge Neon $1,200 OBO
For more info conlact
Andrea 419-340-9837.

For Rent

For Rent

2 bd. apt. for sublease Nov. 1
Two Blocks Irom campus
Call 419-353-3622.

1 -3 subleasers needed for 3 bd apt:
15 balh, C/A. DW. fireplace. Rent
negot. Avail. Oct*. 419-304-4241.

For Rent
2000 Jeep Wrangler 48,000 miles,
melallic silver with gray cloth inferior Hard top & soft top. UP country
suspension package 6 cyl., 4 litre
engine. 5-speed manual transmission $13,900 OBO 419-290-3043

2005 SUMMER MANAGEMENT
INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
Student Painlers is looking lor students interested in gaming management experience Join the #1 management internship company in the
United Stales Great resume
builder.
All naming provided. Average
earned last summer was $10,000.
For more information call
888-839-3385

'97 Jeep Wrangler lor sale
Blk . soft top, 74k. $7,500 OBO.
Call 419-292-2279
Celtic Tapestries. Perfect tor
Walls, Beds, Tables, Curtains,
etc.
Msny designs, sizes, colors avail.
www.mlthrasshleld.om
Gateway Destination computer. 38"
digital monitor Watch TV or surf

mat

Siereo incl. $600 419-203-5113
Used brass trumpet for sale.
Good condition $300 OBO
CD collection, over 100 cd's S80
Call 419-341-0180

Personal care assistanls needednear campus Prefer nursing
students or those with related
experience. Apply online at www.
geocilies com/fairylail3982

For Rent

Subleaser needed for nice 2 bedrm.
house. Nov.-Aug. Garage, big yard.
good neighborhood. $600 mo (419)
494-3156.
•• 1 & 2 Bdrm Apts. Starling 1/1/05,
low as $450 mo. Rooms Avail, now
for $225 mo Call 419-353-0325
9am-9pm.
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!
724 fi. College Dr-2 BR unturn. apt
1.5 baths, starting at $425/mo.,
dep
$425 Tenanl pays elec NO PETS!
Assigned parking
2 BR unfum. apt.
above garage. 5490/mo plus all ulil
Deposit $490 NO PETS!
B?8 7th SI. «2-2 BR unfum apt
$475/mo, dep $475 Tenant pays
E.W.S NO PETS!
Spr Sem Renlal List Now Available
Call John Newlove Real Eslale. Inc
Rental Office Al (419) 354-2260
Office al 319 E. Woosler St.
across from Taco Bell

1 bdrm. apt. Lg. living room & Kitchen, outdoor patio. 17834 Liberty Hi
Rd. BG 419-304-7124

New real estate business hiring
sales staff Call 419-353-3300 for
details.

""Now renting for 05-06
SYhOJiSSS.
Lg. & Sm . also Apts. all next to
campus. Listing Avail. 24/7 ® 316
E Merry »3 or call 419-353-0325
9am-9pm tor info. Will mail.

Management Inc.
ASK ABOUT OUR
SPECIALS GOING
ONNOW
Call 353-5800

Perrysburg, easy access to 1 75.
Quiet 2 bdrm.. apt 1 bath, water
Incl.. laundry tacil.. security Bldg.
S525-550 month 734-850-0121.

/tfE*CA

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only
$465!

OPEN NOW

HiUsdaifeApt.
1082 IJIHRU

On selected floor plans

»
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3 Ixlnn Twnhs
Dishwasha
Garbage Disposal
Washer Dryer Hook-up
(2 3 Ixlnn i
. Carports BGSI Bus stop

• Ground floor ranch style
apartment wilh private
entrance
• Patio

xfM5

• Spacious kitchen
• Laundry facilities

^"SfP Dinner />

• Pets welcome

710 v Enterprise

• Convenient on-site parking

toM)
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Pot Roast

Available from 4 pm 'ill 10 pm
Slow-roa»(ctl Poi Rout In a rich Gravy
wiih roasted Pmaioei and Canoo. Served
with CombreaJ Stuffing and Coleslaw

Unlimited tanning remainder ot
semester. $50 booths and beds
Campus Tanning 352-7889.
mrnlnp to Relax
Hands-on practice of a variety of relaxation techniques. Mon.. Oct 18,
7-8 pm, 320 Saddlemire, 372-2081
tor more info.
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1 Hurry-up letters
2 Kiddy taboo
3 "Beloved" author
Morrison
4 Criteria
5 Novelist Leonard
6 Eats voraciously
7 Opposed to. in
Dogpatch
8 Denial anesthetic
9 Sunflower seed
10 Plunders
11 Philippines island
37 Moby Dick, for
example
12 Scent
13PartofAARP
42 Drinking spree
21 Bottom line
43 Additional emcee
22 Psychologist May
44 River of Rouen
25 Himalayan peak
45 Cubic meter
26 Limber
46 Speaker of baseball
27 French sculptor
47 Mandlikova of lennis
28 Errand boy
48 Abba of Israel
29 Sartre as a sludenl?
49 Greek letter grp.
30 Kind of mushroom
50 Concerning
31 Unwraps
51 Norse goddess
of fate
33 Condemns beforehand
34 Anole
52 Cicero s being
36 Like some seals

Wait staff Apply within
Yoko Japanese Restaurant
465 W Dussel Dr Maumee

Rmate. needed in Bradner. Reliable
Irans required $400/mo indu. util.
Call 419-288-3735 ask for Jason

Services Offered

Ohio's new affordable online dating
service 1 mo free trial. Chalrooms
lor all Ohio colleges
www.sweetyfinder.com
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Help Wanted

Learn a skill for life Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship. Check us
out al Sandereonstables.com
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$450 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus
4 hours of your group's time PLUS
our free (yes, free) fundraising solutions EQUALS $1,000-$2,000 in
earnings for your group. Call TODAY lor a $450 bonus when you
schedule your non-sales fundraiser
with CampusFundraiser Conlact
CampusFundraiser, (888) 923-3238
or visit www.camouslundraiser.com
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Call fact line at
Your connection to campus!

Personals

■■

brought to you by

163 South Main Street
S«r«IH| Fin. Food Slnt. 1972

V*»ITY IQUAftf
AMiirtWHn
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Congratulations to the new members
of the University Ambassadors
Jared Clawson
Megan Greenwald
Eric Heilmeier
Jamie Hoover
Nicole Kla$s
Sergio Lopez
Niki Messmore

Bethany Rausch
Scott Richter
Abby Snyder
Dan Stypa
Stephanie Theaker
Kristin Zeller
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2 Minis
Dishwashei
Garbage Disposal
W.INIH-I Dryer in 2 bdrms
CAN WAIX TO CAMPUS

AlEfrCA

FREE HEAT

stop by the office at
1045 N. Main St.
or check website

= VARSITY
SS SQUARE

www nu-iA-ahii.coiTl

APARTMENTS

419-353-7715

for complete listing
for next year. Will start
renting in NOVEMBER

ISJ

VARSITY LANES

At Pulte Homes, we're not just building homes,
we're building exciting careers

$6.00 COLLEGE NIGHT
PULTE HOMES
'is a powerhouse FORTUNE 250 corporation with $10 billion in
revenues and over 10,000 employees. We are changing the rules to
create a nomebullding and employment experience of a lifetime.

www.Pultc.com/rarrer*

All majors welcome!

When:

Monday, Tuesday, Thursday & Friday
9:00- 11:00 p.m.
On Mondays the entire center is reserved for
college night. So no college student will be
turned away!

Tuesday, October 19
6:30 - 8:30 p.m.
217 Olscamp Hall

^a.

Any college sludenl

'

SPOTLIGHT EVENT!

Openings Available:
Sales Associates
Sales Interns
Customer Relations Managers
Estimators
Construction Managers
Construction Interns

Who:

Where: Varsity lanes

.
1033 S. Main St.

Bowling Green OH
(352-5247)
What:

2 hours of bowljng
& shpes, s|ice of pizza >

"wuZTe?

&pop
Price:

Only $6.00
per person
& drink specials

>

